Princeton Nassoons Album Order Form

To order your Princeton Nassoons compact discs, print this form out and indicate which album(s) you want in the space to the right of each one. Then simply mail it to us at the address below along with a check or money order for the correct amount. CDs cost $20.00, with a shipping and handling charge of $2.50 for each album.

----

MAILING INFORMATION

Name:_________________________________
Address:_______________________________
______________________________________
Phone: ________________________________
----

NEW! Nassoons 2010 (CD):             quantity _______, cost _________
NEW! Christmas with the Princeton Nassoons (CD): quantity _______, cost _________
Nassoons 2008 (CD):                   quantity _______, cost _________
Nassoons 2006 (CD):                   quantity _______, cost _________
----

I have enclosed a check or money order for __________, which includes $2.50 shipping and handling for each item.

Checks may be made out to "The Princeton Nassoons." Please mail all orders to:

The Princeton Nassoons
Princeton University
5404 Frist Center
Princeton, NJ 08544

e-mail us at: nassoons@princeton.edu